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Abstract Graphs are used for modeling a large spectrum of data from the
web, to social connections between individuals, to concept maps and ontologies. As the number and complexities of graph based applications increase,
rendering these graphs more compact, easier to understand, and navigate
through are becoming crucial tasks. One approach to graph simplification is
to partition the graph into smaller parts, so that instead of the whole graph,
the partitions and their inter-connections need to be considered. Common approaches to graph partitioning involve identifying sets of edges (or edge-cuts)
or vertices (or vertex-cuts) whose removal partitions the graph into the target
number of disconnected components. While edge-cuts result in partitions that
are vertex disjoint, in vertex-cuts the data vertices can serve as bridges between the resulting data partitions; consequently, vertex-cut based approaches
are especially suitable when the vertices on the vertex-cut will be replicated on
all relevant partitions. A significant challenge in vertex-cut based partitioning,
however, is ensuring the balance of the resulting partitions while simultaneously minimizing the number of vertices that are cut (and thus replicated).
In this paper, we propose a SBV-Cut algorithm which identifies a set of balance vertices that can be used to effectively and efficiently bisect a directed
graph. The graph can then be further partitioned by a recursive application of
structurally-balanced cuts to obtain a hierarchical partitioning of the graph.
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Fig. 1: (a) In an edge-cut based partition, edges serve bridges between partitions; (b) in a
vertex-cut based partition, however, the vertices that are cut serve as bridges
Experiments show that SBV-Cut provides better vertex-cut based expansion
and modularity scores than its competitors and works several orders more
efficiently than constraint-minimization based approaches.

1 Introduction
Today, graphs and networks are used for modeling a large spectrum of data
from the web, to social connections between individuals, to concept maps and
ontologies.
Example 1 (StrandMaps) The National Science Digital Library (NSDL) science literacy maps (or StrandMaps) are acyclic, directed graphs, where each
vertex (known as educational benchmark) corresponds to a science concept
and the edges denote the learning orders (i.e., pre-requisite relationships) between these concepts [3]. NSDL StrandMaps serve the purpose of navigation
help and guidance within the NSDL’s educational resources.
As the number and complexities of graph structured data increase, making
them easier to understand and navigate through are becoming critical tasks.
One common approach for simplifying a graph is to partition it into multiple
pieces. In a navigation application, for example, the system can present the
user the partitions one at a time and the user can move among these partitions using the graph edges that connect them. Since it has applications in
many domains (from general purpose clustering of data where objects can be
represented as vertices and their dissimilarities can be represented as edges
to social network analysis), graph partitioning is a very well studied domain.
Common approaches include identifying sets of edges (or edge-cuts) or vertices
(or vertex-cuts) whose removal partitions the graph into the target number of
disconnected components:
• Edge-cut Partitoning. There are many edge-cut based algorithms for partitioning a given graph, including spectral graph partitioning [19,20,29,10] and
minimum edge-cut based algorithms [15,21]. A common property of almost all
these algorithms is that they select (based on different criteria) a set of edges
to be removed –or cut– from the graph in such a way that the resulting graph
is partitioned into multiple connected components. Intuitively, each connected
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Fig. 3:

(a) Minimum vertex-cuts can help partition the graph on vertices that are well
connected to the rest; (b) on the other hand, minimum vertex-cuts may also result in very
unbalanced partitions

component is an output partition and the edges in the cut set that are used to
connect pairs of partitions are bridges between the corresponding connected
components. As shown in Figure 1(a), an edge that has been cut defines an
exit point from one partition and an entry point to another partition.
•Vertex-cut Partitioning. While edge-cuts result in partitions that are vertex
disjoint, in vertex-cuts [13,11] the data vertices can serve as bridges between
the resulting data partitions (Figure 1(b)); the cut passes through the vertices of the graph (as opposed to the edges as in edge-cut based partitioning)
and each vertex in the cut set serve as the exit- and the entry-points of the
respective partitions.
One fundamental difference between the two is that, as shown in Figure 2,
(while an edge can be cut only one way – thus serving as a bridge between
only two partitions), a vertex can be cut in multiple ways and serve as a
bridge among more than two partitions. Due to this and other differences (see
Section 2.2), while edge-cut and vertex-cut algorithms show some similarities
at the surface, the two problems are known to have different characteristics
and difficulties [13].
Since a vertex on a minimum vertex-cut is likely to be on many paths
(which are cut into two when the vertex is removed), one advantage of the
minimum vertex-cut over the minimum edge-cut approach is that vertex-cuts
can help identify those vertices of the graph that are well connected with the
rest and use those to partition the graph(Figure 3(a)). This is especially useful
when we use these vertices as bridges between multiple partitions.
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1.1 Finding Balanced Vertex-Cuts
A given graph can be cut in different ways and there are different criteria
for defining good vertex-cuts: A minimum vertex-cut would partition a given
graph into two by cutting the minimum number of vertices [7]. Given a vertex
distinguished as a source vertex and another distinguished as a target vertex,
a source-target (or s-t) minimum vertex-cut, on the other hand, would look for
a minimum sized cut which places the source and target in different partitions.
While minimum vertex-cut and minimum s-t vertex-cut may be applicable
in certain application domains, one disadvantage of these is that (as shown in
Figure 3(b)) they can result in significantly unbalanced partitions. Therefore in
many applications, an additional “balance” criterion is imposed when defining
good vertex-cuts [13,11]. The balanced minimum vertex-cut problem is also
known as the vertex separator problem and is known to be NP-hard [13].
Existing
p approximation algorithms are able to achieve an approximation ratio
of O( log opt), where opt is the size of an optimal separator, relying on a
(semi-definite) quadratic program formulation of the problem, which can be
solved in polynomial time [13].

1.2 Contributions of this Paper
While approximation algorithms, such as [13], that rely on explicit constraint
programming are useful in judging how close we can hope to get to the optimal
partitioning solution in polynomial time, they can still be too costly in practice.
In this paper, we present a novel graph partitioning heuristic, SBV-Cut, that
provides structurally-balanced s-t vertex-cuts of a given graph.
More specifically, we define the concept of balance vertices and show how
to locate and use these balance vertices to obtain a balanced vertex-cut of the
graph: Let us be given a directed graph, G(V, E); we call a vertex, v ∈ V , a
balance vertex of G if the vertex (a) is similarly distanced from the sources and
sinks and (b) is similarly connected to them (we will provide a more formal
definition in Section 3). Relying on the observation that a vertex-cut passing
through the balance vertices will split the input graph into two structurallybalanced partitions, the SBV-Cut algorithm first identifies a set of balance
vertices that can be used as a vertex-cut. The graph is then hierarchically
partitioned by recursive application of structurally-balanced cuts.
The organization of the paper is as follows:
– We first formulate the problem and introduce quality measures, expansion
and modularity, to assess vertex-cut based graph partitioning solutions
(Section 2).
– Next, we introduce the concept of balance vertices of a graph and describe
how to locate a structurally balanced vertex-cut of a graph (Section 3);
– We then present a vertex-cut based graph partitioning algorithm called
SBV-Cut that leverages these structurally-balancing vertex-cuts (Section 4).
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– We run extensive experiments over a wide variety of graphs. The results,
reported in Section 5, show that the proposed vertex-cut based partitioning algorithm provides significantly better vertex-cut based expansion and
modularity scores than its competitors and works several orders more efficiently than constraint-minimization based approaches.
We conclude the paper in Section 6.
1.3 Related Works
In this section, we review common graph clustering/partitioning approaches.
1.3.1 Edge-Cuts
Minimum Cut based Algorithms. Minimum cut (or maximum flow) techniques [16] are commonly used for partitioning graphs. [14], for example, uses
a maximum-flow based focused crawler to identify web communities. [15] proposes a minimum cut tree based algorithm where an artificial sink is connected
to all vertices in a graph and the minimum cut tree is calculated to find graph
clustering using the minimum cut algorithm. In this paper, we compare our
algorithm to the multilevel recursive bisection based algorithm (METIS) presented in [21].
Spectral Partitioning. Spectral clustering is an alternative approach, where
the input graph is partitioned according to its top singular vectors [20]. There
are several spectral clustering algorithms. One variant uses the second eigenvector of the Laplacian matrix of the graph for the approximation of the
optimal ratio cut partition [19]. According to the spectral graph theory, a
generalized eigenvalue problem can be formulated for the minimization of normalized cut and the normalized cut can be used for graph partitioning [29].
In this paper, we compare our algorithm to spectral clustering algorithm presented in [10]: the algorithm considers the commonly used normalized spectral
clustering [26] using an approximation technique in such a way that the algorithm first computes a dense nearest-neighbors matrix of the graph and
then identifies a sparse matrix which approximates this dense matrix to apply
spectral clustering.
Edge-Cut based Quality Criteria. In general, most partitioning algorithms target small inter-partition cuts. In addition, if the resulting partitions
have large intra-cluster cuts (i.e., are difficult to further partition), this is taken
as a strong evidence of the fact that the located partitions are good. Expansion
(or conductance), defined based on these observations, is one of the widelyused criteria [15]. [23] introduces network community profile plot to detect
communities according to the conductance measure. In [24], an alternative
quality function known as modularity to find the best divisions for a network
is proposed. [20] proposes a bi-criteria measure of quality of a clustering based
on expansion-like criteria given by two parameters: (a) minimum conductance
of the clusters and (b) the ratio of the weight of inter-cluster edges to the total
weight of all edges. [29] proposes a global criterion, the normalized cut.
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1.3.2 Vertex-Cuts
Common applications of vertex-cut problems include avoiding bottlenecks in
communication networks. For example, a small balanced vertex separator [13,
11] can be used to balance the workload, while minimizing communication.
Since the vertex-cut problem is in its most general form NP-hard, various
approximation algorithms and heuristics have been developed to tackle the
problem [13]. [11] provides an exact solution to the vertex separator problem:
it represents the underlying problem in terms of constraints and solves the
resulting mixed-integer programming. Let β(n) be a target positive integer,
such that max{|A|, |B|} ≤ β(n) for A and B that are the resulting two partitions. [11] shows that the problem becomes polynomially solvable only when
β(n) = n − k, where n is the number of vertices of the graph, for some positive constant k. [11] also denotes the maximum number of node-disjoint paths
between u and v as αuv .
In addition to β(n), the problem specification in [11] also takes as input
an αmin parameter, which is the lower bound of the cardinality of any separator. In the rest of this paper, we refer to αmin and β(n) as simply α and β
respectively; we also refer to this version of the vertex separator problem as
(α,β)-optimal vertex-cut problem.
As we show experimentally in Section 5.3, the input values of α and β
have significant impact on the efficiency and effectiveness of the algorithm.
Unfortunately, setting these parameters is not trivial; thus one of our goals
is to develop a parameter-free algorithm. A second disadvantage of the (α,β)optimal algorithm presented in [11] is that finding a solution can be very
time consuming, and thus unpractical, for large data sets. We discuss this in
Section 5.3 in detail.

2 Problem Formulation
In this section, we formulate the problem of vertex-cut based graph partitioning. Before discussing vertex-cuts, however, we first provide the background on
common edge-cut based graph partitioning techniques as some of the concepts
within the context of edge-cuts will also apply (when suitably adapted) in the
context of vertex-cuts.

2.1 Background: Edge-Cuts and Quality
An edge-cut simply is a set of edges whose removal partitions the graph into
two.
Definition 1 (Edge-Cut) Let G(V, E) be a graph. Let E ′ ⊆ E be a set of
edges such that G′ (V, E\E ′ ) is disconnected.
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Intuitively, given an edge-cut E ′ , the resulting disconnected components serve
as graph partitions and the edges in E ′ serve as bridges between these partitions. Edge-cut based graph partitioning algorithms search for edge-cuts such
that
– given a minimality criterion, the edge-cut E ′ is minimal and/or
– the resulting graph partitions (or clusters), C1 , . . . , Cm , satisfy a given
optimality criterion (such as cluster diameter, cluster homogeneity and
compactness, cluster separation, and cluster integrity).
Some clustering criteria, such as expansion [20,15] and modularity [24], combine both of the above.
2.1.1 Edge-Cut based Expansion
Let the edge-cut E ′ be such that the input graph G partitioned into two
clusters, C1 and C2 and let edge cut(C1 , C2 ) = E ′ denote the number of edges
in the edge-cut that separates the vertices in C1 from the vertices in C2 . The
expansion corresponding to the edge-cut, E ′ is defined as follows [20,15]:
expansionecut (C1 , C2 ) =

edge cut(C1 , C2 )
min{|C1 |, |C2 |}

(1)

where |C1 | and |C2 | denote the number of vertices in the clusters, C1 and C2
respectively. Intuitively, the lower the expansion, the smaller is the number
of edges needed to separate into the two clusters, relative to the sizes of the
clusters. More generally, given an edge-cut E ′ which partitions G(V, E) into
m clusters C1 , . . . , Cm , the edge-cut (and the resulting clustering) is thought
to be good if
expansionecut (E ′ ) =

Θ

Ci ∈{C1 ,...,Cm }

expansionecut (Ci , G − Ci ),

(2)

where Θ is either average or maximum, is small.
2.1.2 Edge-Cut based Modularity
The modularity of an edge-cut [24], instead, is defined as


2 
X  |Ei,i |
X |Ei,j | 
 ,
modularityecut (E ′ ) =
−

|E|
|E|
1≤i≤m

(3)

j6=i

where Ei,j ⊆ E ′ is the set of edges in the cut that are used to connect vertices
in cluster Ci to those in cluster Cj and Ei,i is the set of edges within Ci .
Intuitively, the higher the modularity is, the denser is each cluster and the
smaller is the fraction of edges that connect different clusters.
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Fig. 4:

Dual graph option #1, created by replacing a vertex with two vertices and edge.
Note that while a vertex can be cut in multiple ways, this dual graph created can be cut
only in one way

2.2 Vertex-Cuts and Cluster Quality
As we mentioned in the introduction section, in this paper, we focus on vertexcuts for graph partitioning.
Definition 2 (Vertex-Cut) Let G(V, E) be a graph. Let V ′ ⊆ V be a set
of vertices and E ′ be the set of edges incident to the vertices in V ′ , such
that G′ (V \V ′ , E\E ′ ) is disconnected. The set V ′ of vertices is referred to as
a vertex-cut of G.
Note that, unlike the case of edge-cuts (where the edges in the edge-cut are
removed to obtain the clusters), in vertex-cut base partitioning, the vertices
in V ′ and the corresponding edges in E ′ are included in the resulting clusters.
More specifically, if Ci is a resulting connected component (disconnected from
the rest of the graph), Ci is augmented with
– the edges in E ′ incident to the vertices of Ci and
– the vertices in V ′ neighboring the vertices of Ci through those edges.
As a consequence, as shown in Figure 3, the resulting clusters are vertex (and
possibly edge) overlapping.
Definition 3 (S-T Vertex Cut) Let G(V, E) be a (connected) directed
graph, with a set S ⊆ V of source vertices and a set T ⊆ V of sink vertices. A vertex-cut V ′ is referred to as a S-T vertex-cut if vertices in V are
not reachable from the vertices in T and vice versa after the vertices in the
vertex-cut have been removed from G.
Note that, in general, vertex-cut problems are not convertible to edge-cut
problems, and vice versa [13]: To see why, consider the Figures 4 and 5: One
intuitive way to try to convert the vertex-cut problem to an edge-cut problem
is to create a dual graph, where each vertex in the original graph is replaced
with two vertices (one accounting for the incoming edges and the other the
outgoing ones) and a special edge, and allow only those edge-cuts that include
these special edges. As shown in Figure 4, however, such a solution cannot
account for multi-way cuts of vertices, where a vertex is included in more than
two partitions.
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Dual graph alternative #2: A small vertex-cut in the original may correspond to a
large edge-cut in the dual graph

Alternatively, one could attempt to convert this problem to an edge-cut
problem by considering the dual-graph, where each edge in the input graph
is represented by a vertex and each vertex in the input graph is represented
by a set of edges; as shown in Figure 5, a vertex-cut in the original graph will
correspond to an edge-cut in the transformed graph. However, as the figure
shows, a small vertex-cut (in this example with only 1 vertex) in the original
graph may correspond to a large edge-cut (which includes 9 edges) in the
dual graph. Since edge-cut based partitioning algorithms (such as [21]) try to
minimize the number of edges that are cut, this means that they cannot be
used to identify vertex-cut based partitions.
Thus, edge- and vertex-cut problems require different algorithms as well
as different partition quality criteria. As we discussed earlier, the size of the
vertex-cut is not the only possible quality criterion for vertex-cuts: we also need
to consider the sizes of the resulting partitions. There are various definitions of
cluster quality applicable in the case of vertex-cuts (including the cost-benefit
ratio and sparsity proposed in [13]). In this paper, we adapt the definitions
of expansion and modularity, since their interpretations are well understood
in the clustering literature [15,20,23,24]. Unlike most existing measures, such
as sparsity [13], which consider only vertex or only edge distributions, our
definitions capture both vertex and edge characteristics.
2.2.1 Vertex-Cut based Expansion
One way to adapt the definition of the expansion to vertex-cuts is to replace
the edge cut(Ci , Cj ) with vertex cut(Ci , Cj ); i.e, the number of vertices in the
vertex-cut through which the two clusters, Ci and Cj are split:
expansionncut1 (Ci , Cj ) =

vertex cut(Ci , Cj )
.
min{|Ci |, |Cj |}

(4)

Note that the above definition does not account for edge distributions in the
resulting clusters. An alternative definition which directly accounts for the
edge distribution is
expansionncut2 (Ci , Cj ) =

vertex cut(Ci , Cj )
,
min{|Ci .E|, |Cj .E|}

(5)
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where |Ci .E| denotes the number of edges in the cluster, Ci . In this case,
intuitively, the size of the vertex-cut is normalized relative to the sizes of the
clusters in terms of their numbers of edges.
As before, given a vertex-cut V ′ which partitions G(V, E) into m clusters
C1 , . . . , Cm , the vertex-cut is thought to be good if
expansionncut (E ′ ) =

Θ

Ci ∈{C1 ,...,Cm }

expansionncut (Ci , G − Ci ),

(6)

where Θ is either average or maximum, is small.
2.2.2 Vertex-Cut based Modularity
Similarly to definition of vertex-cut based expansion, vertex modularity can
also be defined in two ways, according to whether the number of vertices or the
number of edges within a cluster is counted for the first term of the formula.
The first definition of vertex-cut based modularity is


2 
X |Vi,j | 
X  |Vi,i |
 ,
−
(7)
modularityncut1 =

|V |
|V |
1≤i≤m

j6=i

where |Vi,j | is the number of vertices in the graph that exist commonly between
clusters Ci and Cj and |Vi,i | is the number of vertices in cluster Ci . In the
second definition, the first term is modified to consider the edges in the clusters:


2 
X |Vi,j | 
X  |Ei,i |
 ,
−
(8)
modularityncut2 =

|E|
|V |
1≤i≤m

j6=i

where as before |Ei,i | denotes the number of edges in Ci . The higher the
modularity is, the better is the partitioning.
3 Balance Scores of the Vertices
Let G(V, E) be a (connected) directed graph, with a set S ⊆ V of source vertices and a set T ⊆ V of sink vertices. We call a vertex v ∈ V a balance vertex
if v is similarly likely to be reached when a random walker proceeds forward
from the source vertices in S or backward from the sinks T . Intuitively, v is a
vertex where the graph is balanced on both sides in terms of distances to the
extremities and connectivity. Given two vertices that are similarly distanced
from the extremities of the graph, the vertex that is more densely connected
to the rest of the graph is said to be the more dominant balance vertex. Therefore, we associate a balance dominance score to each vertex in the graph by
analyzing distances from sources and sinks as well as connectivity within the
graph.
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Fig. 7: (a) Minmax-ratio values and (b) the corresponding transition probabilities; (c) the
balance scores of the vertices in the graph are computed (and the dominant balance vertex
identified) using the stationary distribution of the random walk
To identify these balance scores, in this paper we propose a random walkbased algorithm. Note that, unlike more traditional random-walk based algorithms, such as PageRank [8] and topic distillation [22], the transition probabilities are not only effected by the local properties of the graph, but also its
global properties: in particular, since a vertex with a higher balance dominance
score should be similarly distanced from the sources in S and the sinks in T , the
transition probabilities should be biased such that the random walker is more
likely to move toward vertices that are similarly distanced from both sources
and the sinks. In this sense, the proposed approach is akin to the approach
presented in [9] for identifying how related a given web page is to a set of target
pages. Since, in this paper, the bias is needed to represent the connectivity of
the vertices to the sources and sinks, we first associate a minmax-ratio value
that captures the source-and sink-connectivity to each vertex of the graph.
3.1 Minmax-Ratios of the Vertices
To compute the transition probabilities, we first associate a minmax-ratio score
to each vertex of the graph:
minmax(v) =

max{asd(S, v), asd(v, T )}
,
min{asd(S, v), asd(v, T )}

(9)

where asd(S, v) is the average shortest-path distance from the source vertices
in S to v and asd(v, T ) is the average shortest-path distance from v to the sink
vertices in T . Note that when minmax(v) = 1, v is equally distanced from
both S and T along the shortest paths. As the minmax(v) increases, v gets
closer to the sources or to the sinks (Figure 6).
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3.2 Transition Probabilities
Given a graph G(V, E) and the minmax-ratio values of the vertices of G, we
then create a transition matrix M, where the entry M[i, j] represents the transition probability from vertex vi to vj during a random walk. Let neighbors(vi )
be the set of neighbors of vi (on the undirected version of the graph). Let
vj ∈ neighbors(vi ) be a neighbor of vi . Since the transition probability from
vi to all its neighbors needs to add up to 1.0, the minmax-ratio score biased
transition probability M[i, j] can be computed by solving the following:


M[i, j] × 

X

vh ∈neighbors(vi )


minmax(vj ) 
= 1.0.
minmax(vh )

(10)

Note that since we are trying to locate a point, where both forward and backward traversals are balanced, if there is an edge from vi to vj in E, then both
M[i, j] and M[j, i] are non-zero. Figures 7(a) and (b) provide an example.

3.3 Obtaining the Balance Scores
Once the transition matrix, M, is computed, the next step is to find
P the vector
x that solves the problem Mx = x subject to the constraint i x[i] = 1.0.
In other words, we are looking for the eigenvector of M with the eigenvalue
equal to 1; intuitively, each value in x[i] describes the stationary probability
associated to the vertex vi ∈ V (i.e., the portion of the time the random walk
spends on vertex vi ). We call the vertex vi with the highest value x[i], the
dominant balance vertex. Figure 7(c) provides an example.
4 SBV-Cut for Identifying Structurally Balanced Vertex-Cuts
In this section, we discuss how to use balance scores of the vertices of a given
graph for partitioning it into structurally balanced vertex-cuts. Let G(V, E)
be a graph and vi ∈ V be the dominant balance vertex. Intuitively, all the
vertices between the source vertices in S and vi must be on one side of the
partition and the vertices between vi and the sink vertices in T must be on
the other side. This, however, does not tell us where to place those vertices
that are not between the source, the sink, and the dominant balance vertex.
Thus, we need to further extend this process.
In the rest of this section, we consider three strategies, optimistic, pessimistic, and balance-recomputed SBV-Cut (also referred to as recomputed) for
bi-partitioning graphs. We first discuss how to optimistically partition acyclic
graphs. We will then extend optimistic SBV-Cut to cyclic graphs in Subsection 4.2. In Section 4.3, then, we discuss pessimistic and balance-recomputed
strategies.
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Fig. 8: Outline of the optimistic SBV-Cut algorithm: (a) locate the dominant balance vertex,
(b) repeatedly identify remaining balance vertices that are not covered by the ones already
identified, and (c) partition the graph by including these balance vertices in the vertex-cut

4.1 Optimistic SBV-Cut on Acyclic Graphs
The outline of the optimistic SBV-Cut algorithm on acyclic graphs is as follows: Given an input acyclic directed graph G(V, E) with the set, S, of source
vertices and the set, T , of sink vertices, the algorithm first finds the dominant
balance vertex vi ∈ V . Optimistic SBV-Cut then partially splits the graph into
two as follows:
– all the vertices that can reach vi are considered on one side of the partition,
– all the vertices that are reachable from vi are considered on the other side
of the partition, and
– vi is included in the set, V C, of vertex-cut.
Note that, source and sink vertices of the graph cannot act as bridges between
two partitions; therefore, we do not select them for partitioning the graph in
the above step. Once the current dominant balance vertex is selected and the
reachable vertices are partitioned into two sets, this leaves those vertices that
can neither reach vi nor are reachable from vi . Optimistic SBV-Cut repeats
the above process (until no vertices are left) by selecting the most dominant
balance vertex among the remaining vertices and extending the two sides of the
partition and the vertex-cut appropriately. This strategy is optimistic in that
it grows the partitions quickly including all reachable vertices in the partitions.
The balance scores are computed once at the beginning and never revised.
As we will see in the Example 2 below, once the set of the vertices in the
graph has been partitioned into two using the above process, there can remain
some edges that cross between the two resulting partitions. Unless eliminated,
these edges will become edge-cuts and the result will be a vertex-cut/edgecut hybrid partitioning. In this paper, we do not consider this alternative;
instead, we avoid edge-cuts entirely by moving one of the end vertices of each
partition-crossing edge into the vertex-cut set, V C. Among the two candidate
end-vertices of the crossing edge, the one that is reachable from the balance
vertices is included in the vertex-cut. Once there remains no balance vertex
to be considered, to complete the bi-partitioning process, each source or sink
vertex that has been ignored earlier in the process is attached to the partition
to which it is connected by an edge.
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Optimistic SBV-Cut (input: acyclic graph G(V, E); target number of
partitions, k)
1: Let the set of sources and sinks be denoted by S and T respectively
2: for each pair of vertices vi , vj ∈ V do
3: Compute the shortest distance, sd(vi , vj ) using all-pairs shortest
paths algorithm
4: end for
5: for each vertex v ∈ V do
6: Compute the minmax-ratio, minmax(v) with the minimum and
maximum value of the average shortest distance, asd(S, v) between S and v, and the average shortest distance, asd(v, T ) between v and T
7: end for
8: for each pair of vertices vi , vj ∈ V do
9: Compute the transition matrix, M[i, j] by Equation 10
10: end for
11: for each vertex v ∈ V do
12:
Compute the corresponding balance score through eigendecomposition of M
13: end for
{Create the vertex-cut, V C}
14: Copy V to Vcopy
15: while Vcopy is not empty do {(see Figure 8)}
16:
Let vbalance denote a (non-source and non-sink) vertex in Vcopy
with the highest balance score
17:
Let Vreach denote a set of the vertices that are reachable from
or to vbalance
18:
Vcopy = Vcopy \Vreach
19:
Set V C = V C ∪ vbalance
20: end while
21: for each v ∈ V C do
22:
Let V Creachable denote a set of the vertices that are reachable
from the vertices in V C
23:
V Creachable = V Creachable ∪ DF S(v) {Depth First Search}
24: end for
25: for each vreachable ∈ V Creachable and vreached ∈ V \V Creachable
such that vreachable = neighbors(vreached ) and vreachable ∈
/ VC
do
26:
Set V C = V C ∪ vreachable
27: end for
28: Repeat Steps 1 to 27 for the biggest partition found so far until k
partitions are found

Fig. 9:

Pseudo-code of the optimistic SBV-Cut algorithm for ayclic graphs

In case the target is more than two partitions, the above steps are repeated
recursively (each time on the larger remaining partition) to obtain a hierarchical partitioning of the input graph. The pseudo-code of optimistic SBV-Cut
algorithm is shown in Figure 9.

Example 2 (StrandMap Partitioning)
Figure 10 shows how optimistic SBV-Cut achieves its partitioning. As Figure 10(a) shows, the algorithm first partitions the input StrandMap by considering the most dominant balance vertices. The resulting partitioning, however, leaves some edges crossing the two partitions and some sources and sinks
unattached to any partition. In a (fast) post-processing step, the algorithm
corrects these as shown in Figure 10(b).
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Fig. 10:

Example application of optimistic SBV-Cut algorithm on a sample NSDL
StrandMap (Map#SMS-MAP-1325, available at http://strandmaps.nsdl.org): (a) the initial
partitioning of the graph using dominant balance vertices and (b) post-processing (avoidance
of edge-cuts and any unattached source/sink vertices)

4.2 Optimistic SBV-Cut on Cyclic Graphs
Not all graphs are acyclic. In this subsection, we will extend the basic optimistic SBV-Cut algorithm presented above to handle cyclic graphs.
4.2.1 Cyclic Graph Partitioning Strategy #1
A straight forward extension of the above algorithm to handle graphs with
cycles is as follows: Given a directed graph G(V, E) with the set, S, of source
vertices and the set, T , of sink vertices, the extended algorithm first finds the
dominant balance vertex vi ∈ V . Optimistic SBV-Cut then partially splits the
graph into two as follows:
– all the vertices that can reach vi and not reachable from vi are considered
on one side of the partition,
– all the vertices that are reachable from vi but cannot reach vi are considered
on the other side of the partition, and
– the vertices that can reach vi and are also reachable from vi are included
in the set, V C, of vertex-cut.
This leaves those vertices that can neither reach vi nor are reachable from
vi . Optimistic SBV-Cut repeats the above process (until no vertices are left)
by selecting the most dominant balance vertex among the remaining vertices
and extending the two sides of the partition and the vertex-cut appropriately.
Edge-cuts and unattached sink/source vertices are avoided similarly to the
base algorithm.
Note that if a dominant balance vertex is involved in a cycle, the extended
optimistic SBV-Cut algorithm described above handles this by including all the
vertices that can reach the dominant balance vertex and can also be reached
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 11: (a) A vertex-cut splitting a backward edge and (b) an extended vertex-cut including
a vertex with a backward bridge.
1

2

5

4

3

6

7

(a)
(b)
(a) Optimistic SBV-Cut vs. (b) pessimistic SBV-Cut; vertices in gray denote those
that have been removed to be included in partitions due the balance vertex in black. In
pessimistic SBV-Cut (b), 1 and 7 cannot be removed since they are on other source-to-sink
paths that do not pass on the balance vertex.

Fig. 12:

from it in the vertex-cut. However, it is easy to construct graphs where this
approach will obviously be disadvantageous. Consider for example a graph
where all the vertices in the graph are included in one big cycle; in this case,
the optimistic SBV-Cut algorithm will not be able to partition this graph into
two.
4.2.2 Cyclic Graph Partitioning Strategy #2
Alternatively, we can extend the optimistic SBV-Cut as follows: Given the
dominant balance vertex vi ∈ V ,
– all the vertices that can reach vi and not reachable from vi without a cycle
are considered on one side of the partition,
– all the vertices that are reachable from vi but cannot reach vi without a
cycle are considered on the other side of the partition, and
– vi is included in the set, V C, of vertex-cut.
This leaves those vertices that can neither reach vi nor are reachable from vi .
As before, optimistic SBV-Cut repeats this process (until no vertices are left) by
selecting the most dominant balance vertex among the remaining vertices and
extending the two sides of the partition and the vertex-cut appropriately. Note
that in the process some cycles are broken, with one part of the cycle remaining
in one partition and the other part in the other partition. These result in
backward edge-cuts (Figure 11). All edge-cuts and unattached sink/source
vertices are eliminated as in the base algorithm.
We refer to this second modified algorithm handling cycles as optimistic
SBV-Cutcycle and use this as the default algorithm, unless it is specified otherwise.
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RemoveForwardPaths of pessimistic SBV-Cut (input: acyclic graph G =
(V, E); a balance vertex vbalance )
1: Let removed denote a table of vertices on the paths from vbalance
to store whether vertices are removed (true) or not (false)
2: Set removed[vbalance ] = true {balance vertex is removed initially}
3: for each v ∈ V such that (vbalance , v) ∈ E do
4: F indF orwardV erticestoRemove(V, E, v, removed)
5: end for
FindForwardVerticestoRemove(V
1: if removed[v] = true then ,E,v,removed)
2: return
3: end if
4: for each w ∈ V such that (w, v) ∈ E do
5: if removed[w] = false then
6:
return
7: end if
8: end for
9: Set removed[v] = true
10: for each x ∈ V such that (v, x) ∈ E do
11:
F indF orwardV erticestoRemove(V, E, x, removed)
12: end for

Fig. 13:

Pseudo-code of removing forward paths of the pessimistic SBV-Cut algorithm for
ayclic graphs

4.3 Pessimistic and Balance-Recomputed SBV-Cut Algorithms
One potential drawback of the optimistic approach, which aggressively eliminates vertices from consideration, is that the cuts can be highly affected by the
initial dominant balance vertex choice. Pessimistic and balance-recomputed
SBV-Cut algorithms try to reduce this impact.

4.3.1 Pessimistic SBV-Cut
Instead of removing the vertices on all paths of the selected balance vertices,
pessimistic SBV-Cut removes only those vertices that are not on any remaining
source-to-sink path (Figure 12b). The algorithm for selecting the vertices to be
removed from consideration is shown in Figure 13. It describes how we remove
the vertices on the forward paths of a balance vertex in a DFS (Depth First
Search) fashion. Initially the balance vertex is marked as a removed vertex.
After that, we traverse all its forward vertices connected with its outgoing
edges and mark each one to be removed if all its backward vertices connected
with its incoming edges are marked to be removed. Once we mark a vertex
as a removed vertex then we repeat this process with its forward vertices. In
Figure 12b, first we mark the balance vertex (vertex 4) to be removed and
we visit one of its forward vertices (say 6) which is also set to be removed
since its backward vertex (vertex 4) is already marked to be removed. Next
we consider vertex 7. The vertex 7 will not be removed since its backward
vertex (vertex 5) is not marked to be removed. The removal of vertices on
the backward paths of a balance vertex is similar. Consequently, the impact
of the dominant balance vertex is reduced: this approach is pessimistic in the
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sense that at each step only vertices that structurally depend on the dominant
balance vertex are removed and included in the resulting partitions.
4.3.2 Balance-Recomputed SBV-Cut
In both optimistic and pessimistic approaches, the balance scores are computed
at the very beginning and are re-used throughout the process. The balance
scores computed based on the whole graph, however, may not represent the
connectivities remaining in the later stages of the algorithm. Therefore, in
balance-recomputed SBV-Cut, the balance scores of the remaining vertices are
re-computed at each iteration.

4.4 Computational Complexity
Optimistic Strategy. Given a graph G(V, E), the SBV-Cut algorithm takes
O(|V |) time to find sources and sinks. We next need to obtain the shortest
path distances between all vertices and all sources and sinks to help compute
the minmax-ratio values for the vertices of the graph. Given that the sources
and sinks can be large and the graph is sparse, instead of computing these distances one a per source/sink basis, we use an all-pairs shortest paths algorithm
that gives the shortest path between each pair of vertices. Johnson’s shortest
path algorithm has a time complexity of O(|V |log(|V |) + |V ||E|). Computation of transition probabilities in the next step requires O(max degree|V |)
time, where max degree is the maximum degree of any vertex in the graph,
since for each vertex in the graph, we need to consider all its incoming and
outgoing edges to obtain the transition probabilities. The complexity of the
eigen-decomposition step depends on the algorithm that is used; in our implementation we leverage Matlab’s eigs function, which is based on ARPACK
and uses an iterative power method to identify eigenvalues. The cost of this
algorithm depends on the number of iterations needed for the process to converge on the eigenvalues. Finally, partitioning the vertices around the balance
vertices requires DFS (Depth First Search) to identify reachabilities, which
requires O(|V | + |E|) time.
Pessimistic Strategy. At each iteration, the pessimistic approach needs to
identify those vertices for which all source-to-sink paths have been eliminated
by the removal of the most recently selected balance vertex. The complexity
of the algorithm now increases with a per iteration O(|E|) factor since we
traverse from the balance vertex through its forward and backward vertices
(i.e., in the worst case, we traverse O(|E|) edges). For the tail of each edge,
we do a constant time table look up to decide whether to remove the vertex.
Balance-Recomputation Strategy. The balance-recomputed SBV-Cut further recomputes the balance scores of all vertices in each iteration of the process. This requires execution of the three following steps on a per-iteration basis: computation of all-pairs shortest paths (O(|V |log(|V |)+|V ||E|)), computation of transition probabilities (O(max degree|V |)), and eigen-decomposition.

Title Suppressed Due to Excessive Length

D1
D2
D3
D4
D5
D6
D7
D8
D9

(Acyclic,Small) data sets
20 StrandMaps from [3]
(Acyclic and cyclic,Large) data sets
Online Dictionary of Library and Information Science [27]
Political blogs [5]
E-mail network URV [18]
Roget’s Thesaurus, 1879 [28]
C. elegans metabolic network [12]
North American Transportation Atlas Data [6]
Neural network [30]
Jazz musicians network [17]
Word adjacencies [25]

Table 1:
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Avg. vertices
20.25
Vertices
2899
1222
1113
994
453
332
297
198
112

Avg. edges
38.7
Edges
16376
16714
5451
3640
2025
2126
2148
2742
425

Data sets used in the experiments

5 Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate SBV-Cut on graphs of different shapes and sizes and
compare the results to (α,β)-optimal vertex-cut [11] as well as edge-cut based
on multilevel recursive bisection (METIS [21]) and spectral clustering [10]. The
graphs that we use for evaluation include the (acyclic) NSDL Science Literacy
Maps [3] considered in Examples 1 and 2 and larger (some cyclic) data sets
listed in Table 1.
For METIS, we used authors’ own package1. We solved the mixed integer
programming for (α,β)-optimal vertex-cut [11] using GNU Linear Programming Kit (GLPK) [4]. Other algorithms were implemented using Matlab version 7.9.0.529. All experiments were run on a Windows XP machine with Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Duo 2.33GHz CPU and 2GB memory. For all experiments,
the upper bound on the bi-partitioning time was set to 1800 seconds and cases
requiring more time were marked unsuccessful.

5.1 Evaluation Criteria
We evaluate SBV-Cut and compare it to alternative algorithms based on expansion and modularity (which take into account the properties of the cuts as
well as the resulting clusters), and the execution time.
One major difficulty in comparing the vertex-cut based SBV-Cut to existing edge-cut based graph clustering algorithms, such as METIS and spectral
clustering, is that, as discussed in Section 2, vertex-cuts can be evaluated
using vertex-cut based expansion and modularity measures (expansionncut1 ,
expansionncut2 , modularityncut1 , and modularityncut2 ), whereas edge-cut based
algorithms require edge-cut based measures (expansionecut and modularityecut ).
We overcome this difficulty by converting edge-cuts to vertex-cuts and vice
versa:
– we convert a vertex-cut that SBV-Cut returns into an edge-cut and use
edge-cut based measures to compare SBV-Cut to existing edge-cut based
algorithms;
1

http://glaros.dtc.umn.edu/gkhome/views/metis

Cycles
Cyclic
Cyclic
Acyclic
Cyclic
Acyclic
Acyclic
Cyclic
Acyclic
Acyclic

# of cycles
5672
7548
1106
711
-

Avg.cycle length
220.85
141.76
140.66
43.74
-
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cut

(a)

Fig. 14:

(b)

Converting an edge-cut into a vertex-cut by introducing virtual vertices on each

edge

Split
vertices

!"#!$
cut

Extra
edge

Edge
cut

(a)

(b)

Fig. 15: Converting a vertex-cut into an edge-cut by splitting each vertex on the vertex-cut
into multiple vertices and inserting an edge between them

– we also convert an edge-cut returned by an existing edge-cut algorithm
into a vertex-cut and use vertex-cut based measures to compare existing
edge-cut based algorithms to SBV-Cut.
Converting an Edge-cut to a Vertex-cut. As shown in Figure 14, an edgecut can be converted into a vertex-cut simply by introducing virtual vertices
on every edge of the input graph. After this transformation, the edge-cut of the
original graph will correspond to a vertex-cut of the transformed graph. In the
experiments, we refer to the vertex-cut based expansion and modularity values
∗
computed on this graph as expansion∗ncut1 , expansion∗ncut2 , modularityncut1
,
∗
and modularityncut2 .
Converting a Vertex-cut to an Edge-cut. In order to convert vertexcuts to edge-cuts, we modify the graph such that vertex-cuts correspond to
edge-cuts (Figure 15). More specifically, the original graph is extended such
that each vertex shared by more than one partition is represented by multiple
vertices, one for each resulting partition. These vertices are then connected
to each other with new edges. The edge-cut based expansion and modularity are measured on this extended graph. In the experiments, we refer to the
edge-cut based expansion and modularity values computed on this graph as
+
expansion+
ecut and modularityecut .
Note that, we have various alternative definitions of expansion and modularity measures. Therefore, to simplify the visualization and enable observation
of general trends, (unless otherwise specified) we use average quality scores,
obtained by averaging the score for all relevant data sets and target partition
numbers.
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Average, Maximum Expansion &
Modularity Scores (Pessimistic vs. Optimistic SBV-Cut)
(StrandMap & large data)

3.8%

57.7%

5.8%
51.9%

Average, Maximum Expansion &
Modularity Scores (Recomputed vs. Optimistic SBV-Cut)
(StrandMap & large data)

5.8%

equal

3.8%

5.8%

61.5%

Pessimistic
cut is better

59.6%

51.9%

36.5%

42.3%

5.8%

equal

65.4%

Recomputed
cut is better

Optimistic
cut is better

38.5%

42.3%

Optimistic
cut is better

32.7%

avg. expansion max. expansion modularity ratio
ratio
ratio

avg. expansion max. expansion modularity ratio
ratio
ratio

(a)

(b)

Average, Maximum Expansion &
Modularity Scores (Recomputed vs. Pessimistic SBV-Cut)
(StrandMap & large data)

Mean quality for large data & StrandMap data
Optimistic vs. Pessimistic vs. Recomputed SBV-Cut
100%

3.8%

3.8%

3.8%

equal

95%

51.9%

50.0%

50.0%

Recomputed
cut is better

90%

44.2%

46.2%

28.8%

46.2%

Pessimistic cut
is better

Mean quality (large data)
Mean quality (StrandMap data)

85%
80%
75%

avg. expansion max. expansion modularity ratio
ratio
ratio

Optimistic

Pessimistic

Recomputed

SBV-Cut

(c)
(d)
(a) Pessimistic vs. optimistic SBV-Cut, (b) balance-recomputed vs. optimistic
SBV-Cut, (c) balance-recomputed vs. pessimistic SBV-Cut, and (d) mean relative quality
scores SBV-Cut strategies

Fig. 16:

5.2 Optimistic vs. Pessimistic vs. Balance-Recomputed SBV-Cut
First, we examine the impacts of different SBV-Cut strategies in Section 4.3.
Figure 16(a) compares the ratio of the cases in which optimistic strategy provides a better expansion or modularity performance than the pessimistic strategy and vice versa. As the figure shows, as one would expect, the pessimistic
strategy (which is less aggressive) performs better than the optimistic strategy
both in terms of expansion and modularity. Similarly, as shown in Figure 16(b),
the recomputation based strategy also outperforms the optimistic strategy. An
interesting result is observed, however, when the performances of pessimistic
and recomputation strategies are compared: as shown in Figure 16(c), while
recomputation is better in general, the pessimistic strategy is nevertheless
highly competitive.
These results are studied in more detail in Figure 16(d), which compares
the mean relative quality scores for each of the three SBV-Cut strategies: here,
X% means that the partitions based on a given strategy is, on the average,
X% as good as the best of the three strategies. As shown in this figure, the
comparison of mean quality of three approaches overall agrees with the results
in Figures 16(a), (b) and (c) except that for StrandMap data, the pessimistic
SBV-Cut is slightly lower mean quality than the optimistic one (81% vs. 82%
respectively), which is largely due to a single case where the relative score
of the pessimistic SBV-Cut is extremely lower (27%) than the score of the
optimistic one (100%).
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Average Running Time
Optimistic vs. Pessimistic vs. Recomputed SBV-Cut
vs. (α,β)-optimal vertex-cut ; large data
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6 different parameter settings of (α,β)-optimal vertex-cut & SBV-Cut
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20%

β: 90%

60%

40%
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80%

60%

β: 90%

80%

β: 60%

100%

β: 60%

6 different parameter settings of (α,β)-optimal vertex-cut & SBV-Cut

100%

SBV-Cut

Parameters (percentage of # vertices)

(b)

Fig. 18:

(a) Failure rates for different parameter settings (large data; 1800 sec limit) and
(b) mean relative quality scores (StrandMap data) for (α,β)-optimal vertex-cut and three
algorithms of SBV-Cut

Figure 17a shows that running time for all three SBV-Cut algorithms (as
well as the (α, β)-optimal strategies discussed in the next subsection). As described earlier, we imposed a time limit of 1800 sec and marked all runs beyond
this as unsuccessful. Figure 17a shows that the running time of the pessimistic
strategy is at least an order faster than the recomputation strategy and is close
to the optimistic one. Figure 17(b) shows that, while the optimistic strategy
completed under 1800 sec for all cases, pessimistic and recomputation based
strategies both failed only in 1 case out of 9. When these results are considered
along with the quality results in Figure 16 the pessimistic strategy emerges as
the most advantageous of the three.

5.3 (α,β)-optimal Vertex-Cut vs. SBV-Cut
In this subsection, we compare SBV-Cut with the (α,β)-optimal vertex-cut [11].
Unlike our SBV-Cut which is parameter-free, [11] requires as input two parameters: the lower bound (α) on the size of the cut and the upper bound (β) on
the maximum number of vertices. In Figure 18, we consider 6 different settings
for the (α,β) pair and compare the mean relative quality results to SBV-Cut
strategies (in the figure each parameter value is set as a percentage of the total
number of vertices).
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First of all, as shown in Figure 18a, the non-completion rate of (α,β)optimal approach is extremely high for the large data set, especially for strict
α and β parameters. This is also confirmed by Figure 17a which shows that
(α,β)-optimal approach can be multiple orders slow that optimistic and pessimistic SBV-Cut strategies. As shown in Figure 18(b), the qualities of the resulting partitions depend on the (α, β) parameter settings; while as expected
there exist settings that can beat SBV-Cut, the gains come with multiple orders of increase in the average execution time (as was shown in Figures 17(a)
and 18(a)).
5.4 Edge-Cuts vs. SBV-Cut
In this subsection, we compare SBV-Cut to two edge-cut techniques: (METIS [21])
and spectral clustering [10].
5.4.1 Results for StrandMap Graphs
Overview. Figure ?? compares the average expansion, maximum expansion,
and modularity behaviors of SBV-Cut against METIS and spectral clustering on
the StrandMap data set (for both vertex-cut and edge-cut based measures). As
can be seen in this figure, SBV-Cut performs better than both METIS (68.9% vs.
27.8%) and spectral clustering (73.1% vs. 25.1%) in terms of average expansion. In terms of the maximum expansion of the worst cluster, Figure ?? shows
that only in 40.6% of the experiments METIS performs better than SBV-Cut,
whereas in 54.4% of the experiments SBV-Cut outperforms METIS. SBV-Cut
also provides better modularity (66.1% vs. 32.2% for SBV-Cut vs. METIS and
77.4% vs. 21.5% for SBV-Cut vs. spectral clustering.)
Cut types. Note that results in Figure ?? include both vertex-cut and edgecut based scores. Figure ?? analyzes the above results for different types of
cuts. As the figure shows, in terms of the vertex-cut based measures, expansion∗ncut1
and expansion∗ncut2 , SBV-Cut outperforms METIS on all measures. As expected,
in terms of the edge-cut based measures, METIS tends to perform better; but,
especially for the average modularity measure, SBV-Cut is competitive with
METIS even in terms of edge-cut based measures. Results when comparing the
spectral and SBV-Cut are also similar.
spectral score
METIS score
Relative scores. Figure 19 plots the average SBVcut
score and SBVcut score
for varying number of target partitions. As the number of target partitions
increases, the scores of SBV-Cut tend to become increasingly better than those
of METIS and spectral clustering. Intuitively, in the initial bi-partitioning, some
of outlying seed vertices can make the dominant balance vertex relatively
unbalanced with respect to the whole graph. As the number of partitions
increases, the effect is reduced and the quality of SBV-Cut improves.
Execution time. Figure 20 compares the average running times of SBV-Cut,
METIS, and spectral bi-partitioning for the StrandMap data set. On the (relatively small) StrandMap data sets, SBV-Cut and spectral clustering algorithm
are faster than METIS. The figure also shows that, for SBV-Cut, finding the
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Fig. 19:

dominant balance vertices (SBV-Cut DB) by eigen-decomposition of the transition matrix is the costliest step. Note that, SBV-Cut and spectral clustering
algorithm perform very similarly as they both need to create distance matrices
and employ eigen decomposition.
5.4.2 Results on Large Graphs
Overview. Figure 21 compares the expansion and modularity behaviors of
SBV-Cut algorithm against those of METIS and spectral clustering for the large
data sets shown in Table 1 (for both vertex-cut and edge-cut based measures).
As can be seen here, also on large graphs, SBV-Cut outperforms METIS and
spectral clustering.
Cut types. Note that results in Figure 21 include both vertex-cut and edgecut based scores. Figure 22 analyzes the above results for different types of
cuts. As the figure shows, in large graphs, for all types of measures (including
edge-cut based measures), SBV-Cut outperforms METIS and spectral clustering.
The difference is especially strong in average expansions. Results against the
spectral are similar.
spectral score
METIS score
Relative scores. Figure 23 plots the average SBVcut
score and SBVcut score for
varying number of target partitions for large graphs. Comparing Figure 23
with Figure 19, we can see that the trend of improving with the increasing
number of partitions is similar to that of StrandMap data set. In fact, we can
see that in terms of relative scores SBV-Cut is especially critical for large data
sets: for example, according to Figure 23, both METIS and spectral partitioning
return expansion scores up to 2.5× worse than SBV-Cut.
Cycle size. Unlike the StrandMap data set, some of the graphs in the large
graph data set contain cycles. In Subsection 4.2, we have seen that large cycles
can degenerate the SBV-Cut clustering quality and, thus, we proposed a slight
modification (SBV-Cutcycle) which can improve the quality when graphs contain large cycles. Figure 24 compares SBV-Cut and SBV-Cutcycle for varying
degrees of average cycle length (in terms of the number of edges on a cycle as a
function of the number of edges in the whole graph). As this figure shows, when
the cycles are short (containing < 2% of the edges in the graph), the basic
SBV-Cut algorithm performs better than SBV-Cutcycle; on the other hand, as

Title Suppressed Due to Excessive Length
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the cycles become longer (> 2%), the SBV-Cutcycle algorithm provides better
scores than the basic SBV-Cut.
Execution time. Figure 25 compares the running times for the large graphs
data set. As can be seen here, on larger graphs, METIS significantly outperforms both spectral clustering and SBV-Cut in terms of execution times. However, as discussed above, this execution time advantage comes with a significant penalty in terms of qualities of the resulting partitions (especially as the
number of resulting partitions increase). Once again, bi-partitioning times of
spectral and SBV-Cut algorithms behave similarly.
Note that, unlike METIS and spectral clustering2 , SBV-Cut is a hierarchical
clustering algorithm; therefore, the execution time increases as the number of
target partitions increases. Figure 26 shows that the execution time of SBV-Cut
increases roughly linearly with the number of target partitions (except that the
initial all-pairs shortest paths step does not need to be repeated for subsequent
partitionings).

6 Conclusions
In this paper, we presented a vertex-cut based graph partitioning algorithm,
structural balance vertices (SBV)-Cut. SBV-Cut searches for vertices where the
graph is balanced in terms of distances to the extremities (sources and sinks)
as well as its connectivity to the rest and cuts the graph incrementally along
these dominant balance vertices. Experimental results show that SBV-Cut performs couple of orders more efficiently than and almost as effectively as the
existing vertex-cut based algorithms. The results also shows that SBV-Cut performs very well in terms of expansion and modularity (especially in terms of
vertex-cut based measures) when compared to more traditional edge-cut based
clustering algorithms, including METIS and spectral clustering.
2 We have also experimented with hierarchical versions of METIS and spectral clustering.
Since the resulting clusters are not better in terms of modularity and expansion, we do not
report those results in this paper.
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